ART ACTIVITIES
TO GET YOU STARTED

This resource was produced
in collaboration with:

If you have been inspired by
The Big Painting Challenge,
try some of our ideas to help
get you started, stimulate
your creativity and fire your
enthusiasm. Art doesn’t have
to be an expensive or time
consuming hobby.

START
A SKETCH
BOOK
Using a book to record what
you see and experience will
inspire you creatively. Keep it
with you and use it for quick
sketches, saving interesting
images, recording words you
like or taking rubbings of
different surfaces – anything
that gives you inspiration.

Tips for your sketch book:
• Make sure the size and
paper suits you. Paper is
measured by gsm (grams per
square metre), the higher
the number the heavier the
paper. Heavier paper
is better for painting.
• Make your own book by
folding any spare paper in
half. Make a cover out of
scrap card. Use an elastic
band to hold pages together.
This will allow you to add or
remove pages. Using different
paper can help creativity
so try a mix of plain, lined,
coloured or patterned paper.
• Try using an existing book
such as a picture book. Stick
drawings/sketches into it and
work around any existing text
or images.

DRAWING
WITH PENCIL
Pencils are graded, each grade giving
different effects. An HB pencil gives you
a hard, strong line. A 2B pencil gives you
softer lines. The higher the grade of a
B pencil the softer it is. Experiment with
different grades by drawing lines and
patterns to create tones.
Also test on different surfaces to see
how they affect the results. Draw simple
geometric shapes such as circles or cubes
and use assorted pencils to create 3D
effects. Use a viewfinder (simple frame
made from cardboard) to pick out specific
areas of an object – start by trying this
technique on a leaf to focus on tone,
shade and pattern.

PAINTING

There are lots of different
types of paint including oil,
gouache, acrylic, ready-mixed
liquid paint, poster paint and
watercolour. Poster paint
and watercolour are good for
beginners as they are cheap,
easy to use and portable.
Watercolours come in blocks
or tubes and need to be
mixed before use. An old tray,
ceramic tile, or a plate are good
for mixing. An assortment of
brushes with different widths
is useful and an old sponge is
good for applying paint for
textured effects.

Experiment using
these techniques:
• Paint with coffee: to experiment with
different washes and tones try painting
with coffee and water. The more water
you add the lighter the colour. Try
applying this to a sketch of a dark glass
bottle as an example.
• Effects of salt: using watercolour, paint a
colour wash over the paper. Don’t get it
too wet. Sprinkle a little salt or dishwasher
salt onto it and watch what happens.
When dry, brush the salt away.
• Plastic wrap: paint an area of colour and
while the paint is still wet, place the plastic
wrap onto it. Carefully push the wrap
to create different lines and textures.
Remove when the paint is dry. Try tissue
paper for similar effects.
• Wax resist: draw an image using a candle
or wax crayon, making sure to press down
hard. Use a wash of paint over the top.
The wax resists the paint so the image
stands out.

ACTIVITIES

You will need: card or scrap
wood, HB pencil, soft pencils
(2B and higher), lining paper
or A2 paper, tape

USING LINES
You will need: fine line/felt
tip pen (dark colour), water,
brush, paper
Choose a small object to draw.
Look for something with
interesting lines and pattern,
perhaps a leaf or piece of wood.
Sketch it with an HB pencil
drawing lines only, without
shading. Using the pen go over
the outlines and details. Whilst
the lines are still wet, use a fine
brush to apply clean water over
the lines. This will create a bleed
effect.

DRAWING
OUTSIDE

ME, MYSELF
AND I
You will need: camera phone or
digital camera, PC and printer,
glue stick, paper, coloured
pencils, HB pencil
Take a photo of yourself,
process and print on A4 or A3
paper. Cut or tear it in half
vertically. Glue one side to a
sheet of paper and draw the
other side by observing the
discarded half. Try to match the
colours and the textural detail
and tonal shades.

Make a drawing board (from
card or scrap wood) and tape
your paper onto it. Find a tree
to draw. Trees are strong shapes
that are good to observe and
draw. Use the HB pencil to
sketch the shapes. Start with
the trunk and main branches,
then add more detail. Draw big.
Take your drawing home and
develop it further adding tone
with softer pencils. You could
also try this with charcoal and
white chalk – messier but fun.

NATURAL
COLLAGE
You will need: twigs, leaves
and foliage, stones, pebbles
Collect as much natural
material as you can. Use one
of the drawings from your
sketch book as a starting point
to create a natural collage on
the ground. Create outlines,
then add detail. Photograph
it step by step to make a stop
frame animation.

ART
ACTIVITIES
FOR CHILDREN

BODY ART
You will need: large piece of
paper, pencils, an old sponge,
ready–mixed liquid paints in pots
Ask the child to lie on the
paper and get a partner to
draw around their body with a
pencil. Dip the sponge into the
pots of paint and apply onto
the outline. Experiment with
the sponge to create different
textures and colours.

NEGATIVE
SHAPES
You will need: paper, children’s
scissors, watercolours, broad
brushes, gummed paper, sponge
Cut different shapes from the
gummed paper, dampen it with
a sponge and stick onto a sheet
of paper. Use watercolours to
create different colour washes
around the shapes, allowing
the colours to bleed into each
other. Leave to dry then peel
off the shapes.

